VACANCY : Sand blaster
About De Bruyn NV
De Bruyn Coating is a strongly growing and creative organisation that is active in protecting and providing colour to
the products of our clients. Our clients are typically industrial companies working in construction, machine building,
transport etc. Already over 37 years, we built a very good reputation in Belgium and abroad.
Working at De Bruyn means collaboration, accepting challenges, continuous learning, seizing opportunities, come
up with solutions and continously trying to do better and smarter. This you will do with the rest of the 20 people
team..
At this moment we have a vacancy in our team for :

Sandblaster (38h)
What is this job about ?
Our sandblasters remove the corrosion and other contaminations of our clients’ products. This is a crucial step to
be able to apply the paint in a qualitative way later on. Sandblasters work autonomously in their cabins.
What are the responsibilities?






Prepare and attach the products correctly
Sandblast the products according to the desired end result
Clean and maintain cabin, tools and machines on a daily basis
Use the appropriate protective measures

What do we offer you ?







Balanced salary package in line with your experience and capabilities
Trainings
A nice team to work with
Flexible hour scheme
The right tools and working clothes

This role requires :

 A lot of desire to do this job both qualitatively and output wise
 Desire to learn via trainings and direct on the job feedback
 Willingness to contribute yourself to the improvements in the company
Are these your qualities ?






Preferrably some experience but this is not a must
Being accurate
Good physical health
Being able to work autonomously

Send quickly your resumé and cover letter to :
De Bruyn Coating, attention to Katrien Beerten, Nijverheidsstraat 32, 2390 Malle
or mail to info@debruyn.be
Mrs Beerten will answer also potential questions you might have : +32 3 309 07 01
More information about the company you can find on www.debruyn.be

